Putting History in the Hands of Students Everywhere

John Ryan of ACE visits Faye Peel’s Phoenixville Area High School Latin Class in 2002.

2002 Paul Bulgerin shares his ancient coin collection with some of the Latin students in Elyce Moschella’s Brookfield Central High School Latin classes after 100 ancient coins are donated to the class from Zack Beasley through ACE.

Ann Y., right, 12th-grader at CRLS, and her Latin teacher Pauline Dimitri try to identify coins during class.

ACE motivates students to help other students. Rick M. of Phoenixville helping Jeremy and Damirra, who are part of the “Move Ahead” support program at the Barkley school.
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ACE is visible at national numismatic events - ANA World of Money Show in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Clark School for the Deaf participates in ACE.
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